Dear Valued Customers and Colleagues,
Arlington Scientific, Inc. (ASI) continues to monitor the rapidly changing course of COVID-19
(Coronavirus) and its impact around the world. We are fully committed to protecting and providing
business continuity for the products, support and assistance you expect from Arlington Scientific.
Arlington Scientific has assembled a response committee to provide fast and appropriate actions for the
safety of employees and our work environment, and to ensure that our manufacturing processes
continue uninterrupted.
Please Note:
•

Arlington Scientific, Inc. is identified within the “Essential Critical Infrastructure Industry,”
manufacturing products for and providing services to laboratories, blood banks and plasma
centers. As a Mission Critical Supplier, ASI has a special responsibility to maintain our normal
work schedule while ensuring continuity of functions critical to public health and safety by
providing ASI products and services as long as we are capable of doing so with a healthy and
safe workforce.

•

Be aware that Arlington Scientific is a USA manufacturer that is not dependent on China nor
overseas raw materials nor supply channels.

•

Customer Service, Operations, Manufacturing and Logistics are continuing without disruption at
this time and we have contingency plans in place so that ASI teams that need to work from
home, can work from home.

•

We are making the necessary internal adjustments to our stocking levels, plus proactively
notifying customers individually of any lead-time extensions.

•

We practice social distancing among employees that are essential to the manufacturing process
and operations.

•

On an operational level, we are following the CDC guidelines to increase cleanliness in our work
environments as well as employee rest areas and workstations.

•

We encourage customers to continue to place orders via EDI, email, phone or fax.

We are mindful of the challenges we are all facing and will strive diligently to provide you with the
products, support and assistance you need.
Please feel free to contact us with questions regarding Arlington Scientific response to COVID-19.
Sincerely,
Benjamin Card
President – Arlington Scientific, Inc.
Toll free – 800-654-0146
Email - info@arlingtonscientific.com
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